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Article abstract
Criticiüm of Foucault constantly returns to the lack of normative criteria in his
work, and the supposed basis for this in the lack of any conception of the
subject. Contrary to such readings, I argue that his work does presuppose a
conception of the human material upon which power is exercised, or which
exercises power upon itself. This human material must be understood in terms
of power, in the primary sense of capacity to do or be certain things. While this
"thin" conception of the subject will not provide a foundation for normative
judgment of the kind that would satisfy Fraser or Habermas, it does provide a
means to distinguish domination from other forms of power. Moreover, given
certain minimal assumptions about the active nature of human being, and
about the particular capacities which human beings have acquired, Foucault' s
conception of the subject does provide a basis on which to understand not the
desirability but the inevitability of resistance to domination. These claims on
behalf of Foucault's conception of power and human being are developed by
means of a contrast with the views of C.B. Macpherson. 102 SOCIOLOGIE ET
SOCIÉTÉS, Vol. XXIV, 1
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